We present a vine copula based composite likelihood approach to model spatial dependencies, which allows to perform prediction at arbitrary locations. This approach combines established methods to model (spatial) dependencies. On the one hand the geostatistical concept utilizing spatial differences between the variable locations to model the extend of spatial dependencies is applied. On the other hand the flexible class of C-vine copulas is utilized to model the spatial dependency structure locally. These local C-vine copulas are parametrized jointly, exploiting an existing relationship between the copula parameters and the respective spatial distances and elevation differences, and are combined in a composite likelihood approach. The new methodology called spatial local C-vine composite likelihood (S-LCVCL) method benefits from the fact that it is able to capture non-Gaussian dependency structures. The development and validation of the new methodology is illustrated using a data set of daily mean temperatures observed at 73 observation stations spread over Germany. For validation continuous ranked probability scores are utilized. Comparison with two other approaches of spatial dependency modeling introduced in yet unpublished work of Erhardt, Czado and Schepsmeier (2014) (see [1] ) shows a preference for the local Cvine composite likelihood approach. * Corresponding author, Phone: +49 89 289 17425
Introduction
Research on spatial model building has a long history and found application in a broad field of disciplines like for instance in climatology, ecology, epidemiology, forestry, geology and hydrology. This paper presents a new vine copula based approach in the area of spatial dependency modeling, which is combining local vine models. It utilizes available spatial information to set up a parametric composite likelihood, the spatial local C-vine composite likelihood (S-LCVCL). Parameter estimation and prediction methods for prediction at arbitrary locations are developed. The presented methodology is applied to model the spatial dependencies of climatic mean temperature time series.
The conventional distributions used in the context of spatial dependency modeling are multivariate Gaussian distributions. For example [2] model daily temperature averages using a Gaussian random field based spatialtemporal model. Also [3] assume a Gaussian dependence structure. They use systems of stochastic partial differential equations to spatially model the dependence of temperature and humidity. However Gaussian distributions are not appropriate for the modeling of arbitrary multivariate data, since they are subject to shortcomings regarding their flexibility in terms of symmetry and extreme dependence. For that reason we are going to apply vine copulas, which are not prone to these limitations.
Copulas are distribution functions C : [0, 1] d → [0, 1]. They are the link between a multivariate distribution function F and the respective marginals (F 1 , . . . , F d ) and incorporate all dependency information (see [4] ). In particular for any distribution of a continuous random vector Y = (Y 1 , . . . , Y d ) ∈ R d we have F (y) = C F 1 (y 1 ), . . . , F d (y d ) . Vine copulas are flexible d-dimensional copulas composed out of bivariate copulas, which are well understood and easy to estimate (see [5, 6] ). An introduction of a subclass called C-vine copulas will be given in Section 2.
Different vine copula based spatio-temporal models are provided in [1] and [7] . Both approaches employ the geostatistical idea to exploit the despatial R-vine model, SG = spatial Gaussian model pendency information contained in the spatial distances between variable locations. The approach of [7] combines the geostatistical idea of binning with C-vine copulas to model spatio-temporal dependencies. In contrast our new approach and the spatial R-vine model presented in [1] additionally allow to exploit supplementary spatial covariates like for instance elevation differences, to model the spatial dependencies implied by the vine specification.
The new modeling approach will be illustrated using daily mean temperature time series collected over the period 01/01/2010-12/31/2012 by the German Meteorological Service (Deutscher Wetterdienst).
The innovation presented is a vine copula based approach to model spatial dependencies locally and combine these local models in a composite likelihood. The resulting spatial local C-vine composite likelihood (S-LCVCL) will be introduced in Section 4. It relies on a joint parametrization of several local C-vines, which exploits the link of the model parameters to the available spatial information. Different distance and elevation difference based model specifications were taken into consideration. We focus on the most promising one among them. Maximum composite likelihood estimation of the involved parameters is presented and a method for prediction at an arbitrary location is illustrated.
For model validation and comparison in Section 5 we additionally consider two spatial dependency models, the spatial R-vine model and the spatial Gaussian model introduced in [1] . Adequate scores, calculated based on a validation data set consisting of time series for 19 additional locations, allow to compare different predictions. Moreover we see that the presented spatial local C-vine composite likelihood method yields a distinct reduction in computation time, compared to the two other approaches.
Further applications in different areas and modifications of the presented methodology are feasible. For instance the modeling of biomass or pollutants using a spatial local C-vine composite likelihood approach and variants thereof might lead to new insights.
Canonical vine copulas
This section gives a short introduction to vine copulas arising from canonical vines (C-vines), which will be the components of our proposed spatial local C-vine composite likelihood.
Vine copulas trace back to ideas of Joe [8] . They are multivariate copulas arising from pair-copula constructions (see [5] ). Pair-copula constructions are decompositions of d-dimensional (copula) densities into a product of d(d−1) /2 bivariate copula densities. These decompositions enable easy estimation of these highly flexible vine copulas. There exists a pair-copula construction for each multivariate copula density, however it does not has to be unique in general. A tool which helps to organize pair-copula constructions is the regular vine (R-vine) introduced in [9, 10] . We focus on a special case of these R-vines, so called canonical vines (C-vines). Vines in general are nested sets of trees V = (T 1 , . . . , T d−1 ), which capture the structure of pair-copula constructions. We now explain the concept of a C-vine in a general d-dimensional setting (see [11] ). To ease the understanding we illustrate a four dimensional C-vine in Figure 1 . Let us now w.l.o.g. consider variables labeled from 1 to d. The first tree T 1 of a C-vine represents the dependence of the first root node variable labeled 1 on all other involved variables labeled 2, . . . , d, which are depicted as further tree nodes. These dependencies are indicated by the tree edges between the respective nodes, which are labeled {1, 2} , . . . , {1, d}. The nodes of the trees T l , l = 2, . . . , d−1, coincide with the edges of the respective previous tree T l−1 . The variable corresponding to l is chosen to be the root variable of the tree T l . The edges between the root node {l − 1, l; 1, . . . , l − 2} and the remaining tree nodes are conditioned on the root variables 1, . . . , l−1 of the previous trees T 1 , . . . , T l−1 , i.e. they are labeled {l, l + 1; 1, . . . , l − 1} , . . . , {l, d; 1, . . . , l − 1} and represent the conditional dependence of the lth root variable l and the variables l + 1, . . . , d given the variables 1, . . . , l − 1.
The structure of a C-vine is uniquely determined by the ordering of the root variables R := {1, . . . , d}. The construction described above induces a star structure for every tree T 1 , . . . , T d−1 . Such a structure appears to be suitable in every setting where a natural ordering of the variables under con-sideration is given. An example would be a spatial arrangement of variables. One may select a variable of interest and order the remaining variables according to their spatial distance with the selected variable. Now we are interested in the pair-copula construction encoded by the Cvine tree sequence V = (T 1 , . . . , T d−1 ) corresponding to a multivariate copula density c of some random vector
. Each C-vine edge represents one of the bivariate building blocks of the pair-copula construction, i.e. a (parametric) bivariate copula density c l,k;1:l−1 respectively a copula distribution function C l,k;1:l−1 is assigned to each edge {l, k; 1, . . . , l − 1}, where k = l + 1, . . . , d and l = 1, . . . , d − 1. The respective pair-copula construction is given by
where
, are calculated recursively according to [8] , using the formula
where the arguments are omitted. The distributions C j|1:l−1 , j = l, . . . , d, are conditional distributions obtained from the bivariate copula distribution C l−1,j;J l . We implicitly made a simplifying assumption, that the copula densities c l,k;1:l−1 given in (1) do not depend on the conditioning value u
other than through its arguments. The number of parameters needed to parametrize each copula C l,k;1:l−1 , depends on the respective copula family denoted by b l,k;1:l−1 . For an overview of frequently used bivariate copula families we refer to [12] .
Mean Temperature Data
We consider daily (01/01/2010-12/31/2012) mean temperature data in
• C gathered by the German Meteorological Service (Deutscher Wetterdienst) at 73 observation stations scattered over Germany and splitted the data set into a training (s = 1, . . . , 54) and a validation data set (s = 55, . . . , 73). Hence our models are built on d = 54 times N = 1096 observations y Table 3 .1 and 5.9 of [13] and are visualized in Figure 2 . Since the raw data is not restricted to the unit hypercube [0, 1] d with uniformly distributed margins, we have to transform it to so called copula data u step they are transformed using the parametric marginal distributions F s , calculating u
. Such transformations are called probability integral transform. We favor to apply such parametric probability integral transformations (see [14] ) instead of empirical rank transformations (see [15] ), since we aim to predict on the original scale using the proposed marginal models.
Spatial dependency modeling using local C-vines
In [1] we presented a straightforward vine copula based approach to model spatial dependencies by embedding spatial information into the parametrization of an R-vine model. In contrast we now utilize composite likelihood [16] by joining local dependency models. The modeling of these local dependencies is carried out by C-vine copulas. The computations in this section and the forthcoming sections are based on the statistical software R [17] and the R-package VineCopula of Schepsmeier et al. [18] , providing substantial functionality for vine copulas.
Local C-vine composite likelihood (LCVCL)
Since the local dependencies are modeled with C-vines, we require copula data
Hence our raw data y s t , t = 1, . . . , N , s = 1, . . . , d, has to be transformed appropriately. For this we utilize the marginal transformation developed in Section 3 of [1] .
To model the dependence of the (transformed) data, we are going to set up a composite likelihood which is composed out of the vine copula densities corresponding to d 4-dimensional C-vines numbered 1, . . . , d, i.e. we consider one C-vine
. The first root node variable of every C-vine V s is labeled s. For each Cvine V s we select the variable p s with the shortest distance to the first root node variable s as the second root variable, the variable q s with the second shortest distance as the third root variable and the variable r s with the third shortest distance as the forth variable of the C-vine. This results in root variable sets R s := {s, p s , q s , r s }, s = 1, . . . , d, which determine the C-vine collection CVC := {V s : s = 1, . . . , d} uniquely, i.e. we have fixed the tree structure of all d involved C-vines. We denote the respective edge sets by E the Akaike information criterion (AIC), where a specified set of different copula families is allowed. We are going to consider only one-or two-parametric families, where we denote the parameters by θ and ν, respectively. If the family is one-parametric, we will ignore the second parameter ν (ν := 0). Since now, all components of the local C-vine copulas are chosen, their likelihoods are given as
; θ qs,rs;s,ps , ν qs,rs;s,ps where the transformed variables are defined as The corresponding parameters are summarized as θ s := (θ s,ps , θ s,qs , θ s,rs , θ ps,qs;s , θ ps,rs;s , θ qs,rs;s,ps ) , ν s := (ν s,ps , ν s,qs , ν s,rs , ν ps,qs;s , ν ps,rs;s , ν qs,rs;s,ps ) .
Each first order tree edge {i, j} can occur in up to two of the d local C-vines, i.e. in V i and V j . In this case we assume that θ i,j = θ j,i and ν i,j = ν j,i , i = 1, . . . , d, j = 1, . . . , d. The edges of the higher order trees of the local C-vines V s are all unique, since their first conditioning variable is always the first root variable s which differs for every V s . To be able to set up the composite likelihood, it remains to specify the weights w s , s = 1, . . . , d, corresponding to the likelihoods L s stated above. We define them as the reciprocal value of the number counts 
where θ * := {θ : θ ∈ θ s , s = 1, . . . , d} and ν * := {ν : ν ∈ ν s , s = 1, . . . , d}. Therefore the composite log-likelihood can be expressed as
LCVCL -Application to mean temperature data
In a first step we have to select 54 local C-vines V s , s = 1, . . . , 54, as described in Section 4.1. The respective choices are given in Table 1 . Moreover we have to determine adequate families for the bivariate copulas corresponding to the edges of the chosen V s . For this we allow bivariate Gaussian (Φ), Student-t (t), Clayton (C), Gumbel (G) and Frank (F) copulas, as well as rotated versions of the Clayton and Gumbel copula. The exact type of rotation is fixed after the respective parameters are estimated. Using AIC we select the families as given in Table 2 . This results in a parametrization with 464 parameters. Figure 4 illustrates the chosen structure. The numbered circles indicate the locations of the 54 observation stations. Their circumference and color Applied to the mean temperature data set numerical maximization of the composite log-likelihood (3) yields a maximum composite log-likelihood of c * θ
.41. Note that the estimated degrees of freedom parameters for Student-t copulas range between 3.9 and 25.8.
Spatial local C-vine composite likelihood (S-LCVCL)
In a second step we utilize spatial information to reduce the number of parameters in the local C-vine composite likelihood approach. For this we consider regressions of the first copula parameters θ * on spatial covariates. Furthermore we are interested in a joint modeling of the second copula parameters ν * . 
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Let us now consider an arbitrary local C-vine V s of a C-vine collection CVC, with root variable set R s := {s, p s , q s , r s }, and the respective vine copula. Let furthermore {i, j; D} denote an arbitrary edge in E
where D may be the empty set. As already outlined in [1] we are able to transform between a first copula parameter θ i,j;D and its respective Kendall's τ i,j;D , applying some known (see e.g. Tables 1 and 2 to obtain response variables ξ ∈ R. On the scale of ξ we consider tree-specific (l = 1, 2, 3) regression models
The functions h l , l = 1, 2, 3, are linear, tree-dependent model functions of the form 
We follow a similar regression approach to specify the second copula parameters ν i,j;D ∈ (0, ∞). Model specifications
with linear model functions h ν and parameter vector β ν are considered. A local C-vine composite likelihood using specifications (5) and (6), will be called spatial local C-vine composite likelihood (S-LCVCL). In order to estimate the respective model parameters, the composite log-likelihood (3) parametrized via (5) and (6) has to be maximized.
S-LCVCL -Application to mean temperature data
We have to choose suitable model specifications (5) and (6). This selection is performed based on an analysis of the results in Section 4.2 from fitting a LCVCL to the mean temperature data. The spatial covariates which will be taken into consideration are logarithmized spatial distances D p,q and elevation differences E p,q between station pairs (p, q), p = 1, . . . , d, p = q = 1, . . . , d.
For a detailed analysis and comparison of different model specifications, using different combinations of the spatial covariates ln (
, where k ∈ D, we refer to Sections 6.4 and 6.5 of [13] . There the explanatory power of these model specifications is compared by tree-wise (l = 1, 2, 3) analysis and comparison of linear models of the form (4) and the respective coefficients of determination (R 2 respectively R 2 adj ). The investigations in [13] show, that the distance based regressors have high explanatory power, whereas the elevation difference based regressors perform comparatively bad. Only in the first trees the contribution of the elevation difference seems to be reasonable. Therefore we choose the model specification (5) according to ∈ R 6 , summarized in the vector
. Similar investigations were performed for the second copula parameter model specification (6) . Regression of the parameters ln (ν i,j;D ) on the tree number l, the log-distances ln (D i,j ) and log-elevation differences ln (E i,j ) showed a linear relationship with the tree number and the log-distances. Hence we define the respective model function as
Next we fit the selected spatial local C-vine composite likelihood to the data. This is conducted by maximization of the composite log-likelihood (3) which is parametrized by (5) and (6), where the model functions h l , l = 1, 2, 3 and h ν are specified as above. Suitable start values for the numerical optimization procedure are obtained from fitting the linear models (4) and (7) to the estimates τ * := g τ θ * := g τ θ θ∈ θ * and ν * obtained in Section 4.2. This time we get 40938.80 for the maximum composite log-likelihood. The fitting procedure yields the parameter vector estimate β * := ( β * θ , β * ν ) ∈ R 16 . Its components are given in Table 3 together with the respective start values. 
Spatial local C-vine based prediction
Our next goal is a local C-vine based prediction method for unobserved locations, which exploits the available spatial information. Our previous modeling approach using local C-vines suggests to perform prediction based on a four-dimensional C-vine copula which is composed out of the variables corresponding to the new location s from which to predict and to its three closest neighbors among the stations 1, . . . , d. As before we denote the closest observation station as p s , the second closest neighboring station as q s and the third closest station as r s .
To predict we are going to sample from the conditional distribution C s|ps,qs,rs (u s |u ps , u qs , u rs ). It has to be calculated iteratively in analogy to Equation (2) . The C-vine utilized for the prediction is set up based on the pair-copulas needed for these calculations. For details on the technical derivation, which yields a C-vine as illustrated in Figure 5 , we refer to Subsection 6.5.3 of [13] . The respective C-vine copula will be called predictive C-vine copula in the following. Note that the predictive C-vine differs from the C-vines V s defining the components of the (spatial) local C-vine composite likelihood (compare Figure 3) . Figure 5 : C-vine structure used to sample from C s|ps,qs,rs .
In order to be able to simulate from C s|ps,qs,rs , we have to specify the copula families b i,j;D and the parameters θ i,j;D of the predictive C-vine copula. The first copula parameters are estimated according to Equation (5) as
using the model functions h l , l = 1, 2, 3, corresponding to the selected model specification and the parameter estimates β l obtained from maximizing the spatial local C-vine composite likelihood. For the mean temperature data most pair-copulas of the local C-vine copulas were determined to be Studentt copulas (see Table 2 ). Hence we choose the Student-t family for all families b i,j;D of the predictive C-vine copula. Moreover we have to determine a second copula parameter for each of the six Student-t copulas involved. According to Equation (6) and using the maximum composite likelihood estimates β ν , we obtain ν i,j;D = exp h ν (i, j, D, l| β ν ) .
Furthermore we are interested in the predictive density c s|ps,qs,rs corresponding to C s|ps,qs,rs . It is easily derived from the C-vine copula density given in Equation (1) . This concludes the required methodology for local C-vine based sampling on the copula data level. Hence we are able to simulate copula data u s t for an arbitrary location s and and arbitrary point in time t, given the respective copula data u ps t , u qs t , u rs t corresponding to the three closest neighboring stations. However the copula data obtained from these simulations has to be transformed back to the original data level to be able to perform prediction. Using the notation introduced in Section 3, the back transformation of the simulated copula data is performed by calculating y
. A detailed explanation of the back transformation in the case of the mean temperature data is given in the Web Supplementary Materials of [1] . The temperatures resulting from a sufficiently high number of simulations can then be used to calculate temperature predictions.
Model validation and comparison
In this section we compare our spatial local C-vine composite likelihood approach (SC) to the spatial R-vine model (SV) and the spatial Gaussian model (SG), which were presented in [1] . To be able to evaluate the quality of the predictions, we predict at the locations given in the validation data set. Each prediction is based on 1000 simulations from the particular predictive distribution.
First we compare the densities of the predictive distributions of the spatial R-vine model and the spatial local C-vine composite likelihood approach. Kernel density estimates of these densities, for the first of February, April, June, August, October and December 2010-2012 at the observation station Arkona (56) are illustrated in Figure 6 . The corresponding medians and 95% prediction intervals are indicated. All prediction densities behave quite similar in terms of shape, scale and skew.
Further comparisons are based on (negatively oriented) continuous ranked probability scores (CRPS) (see Section 4.2 of [19] ). They assess the quality of our predictions. The investigations are divided into three parts. First we compare averaged continuous ranked probability scores (Table 4 , CRPS). Afterwards percentaged model outperformance (Table 4 , %) and log-score difference plots ( Figure 7 ) as introduced in [1] are considered.
Averaged scores. The averaged continuous ranked probability scores (CRPS) corresponding to the predictions from our three different approaches are given in Table 4 , where we average over time. The overall averages are provided in addition. Scores close to zero are preferred. Thus the averaged scores in Table 4 give a preference to the spatial local C-vine composite likelihood approach over the spatial R-vine model and over the spatial Gaussian model. Percentaged outperformance. In addition Table 4 compares the three spatial approaches by means of percentaged outperformance. For all stations of the validation data set we count the points in time for which one approach yields a better (lower) score than the other. This shows that the spatial Rvine model is preferred over the spatial Gaussian model and that the spatial local C-vine composite likelihood approach wins against the spatial Gaussian model. However there is no clear preference comparing the spatial local Cvine composite likelihood approach and the spatial R-vine model. Log-score difference plots. A log-score difference plot is a tool which helps to compare two approaches with regard to dependencies of the prediction performance on time. Figure 7 depicts the averaged log-score (continuous ranked probability score) difference plots for the pairs 'SV-SG' and 'SC-SG'. We observe short time intervals towards the turns of the years, where the spatial Gaussian model (SG) consequently gives lower scores than the other two models. Moreover it seems, that the differences between the spatial R-vine model (SV) and the spatial Gaussian model (SG) are higher than 
Conclusions and outlook
Our model building process for the daily mean temperature data resulted in a spatial local modeling approach which is able to capture the dependencies between different locations and which allows for prediction at unobserved locations. A comparison of the resulting spatial local C-vine composite likelihood approach (16 parameters) with its non-spatial complement the local C-vine composite likelihood approach (495 parameters) yields 1.6 hours of computation time for the maximum composite likelihood estimation instead of 6.1 days. Compared to the spatial R-vine model (41 parameters, 18 hours of computation time) the number of parameters and the time needed for parameter estimation was also reduced. The computations were performed on a 2.6 GHz AMD Opteron processor.
The prediction results from all three spatial approaches which are compared within this work are quite similar and reasonable, as long as we aim to predict for a location not exceeding the scope of our training data set. In order to rank the different approaches according to their prediction accuracy, we calculated and compared continuous ranked probability scores. We observed an outperformance of our two spatial, vine copula based approaches over the spatial Gaussian model.
Whereas the prediction from the spatial R-vine model uses the available information on all 54 observation stations of the training data set, the spatial local C-vine composite likelihood approach based predictions are only conditioned on the observations of the three closest stations. These differences in the model structure obviously have an effect with regard to computation time for prediction. Therefore, further investigations of the performance of spatial local C-vine composite likelihood approaches which consider different numbers of neighboring stations should be undertaken. Moreover application of our approaches to other types of data sets are desirable. Especially data sets with asymmetric bivariate dependencies are of interest and will be studied in the future. Also multivariate extensions of our approach, e.g. joint modeling of temperature and precipitation are of interest.
